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  make paint glow. The best part will be watching our 

artworks glow at night.   

 

Term 4 

22 October – 21 December 2018 

The Australian Del Kathryn Barton is known 
for her whimsical depictions of people and 
animals. Be influenced by Barton’s magical 
artworks and let your mind run free. In this 
workshop you will work with a range of 
drawing materials to produce shimmering 
detailed artworks.  

week 1. Whimsical Wonders 

Special scaly guests will be swimming around 
in the studio today! Join us for a fishy class 
that will teach you to work with a selection of 
gorgeous art materials to produce a stunning 
result. Draw fishy inspiration from Paul Klee, 
Matisse and the Fauvists.  

week 2. Life Aquatic 

Build upon your fishbowls this week with a 
range of striking colours that will bring an 
element of zing to your underwater world.  
We will explore collage, watery paints and 
oily pastels.   

week 3. Life Aquatic part 2 

...Or is it a unicorn? Expect the unexpected in 
this 3D assemblage of random objects.  The 
art movement of surrealism will be our source 
of ideas and amusement, it’s a world where 
the bizarre is the norm.    

week 4. My Phone is a Lobster 

The city at night is full of dazzling lights and 
moody shadows.  Spend an afternoon 
constructing a 3D city filled with towering 
buildings, glowing lights and stories from 
downtown.  

week 5.  Downtown 

Continue on from last week’s session to add 
another dimension to your cityscape, will 
your city feature masses of people? A vast 
array of cars? How about some spooky 
Ghosts or Aliens?  It’s time to let your 
imagination run wild.   

week 6.  Downtown Part 2 

This week we will work from a still life scene 
of ropes and chains. A technical class 
learning how to draw the rusted and shiny 
surfaces of chain or frayed and tattered rope. 
You will learn about shading and tone, 
perspective and composition. 

week 7. Slinky Linky Clumpy 

and Lumpy Tattered and Worn 

Learn some basic weaving techniques, use 
colourful yarn and forked sticks to build a 
contemporary artwork with texture.   

week 8. Weaving Magic 

It’s the last week of term and we’ve got a 

super fantastic class planned… but you’ll 

have to wait until week 9…IT’S A SURPRISE! 

week 9. Surprise! 

anatomical


